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THE HOLLYWOOD PARENTS GUIDE

By  
   BONNIE J. WALLACE

“First let me say that The Hollywood Parents Guide is a fantastic 
book! Finally there is a guide to help parents steer their kid’s 
performing career. Thousands of parents have asked me for 

just such a book. There are a couple on the market already but 
they are written by agents or acting coaches. What parents have 
needed is a book written by one of them! And Bonnie has done 

a superb job writing it. The information is not only current  
but from the heart. If you have a little tyke that is  
driving you crazy to be on TV pick this one up!”

—CHAMBERS STEVENS, author of the Hollywood 101 Series,
 five-time winner of the Backstage Readers Choice award

As the mother of Dove Cameron, star of the Disney Channel hit show Liv and Maddie, Bonnie 
Wallace knows what it’s like to have a kid who shows definite promise but have no idea how to 
help them fulfill on that promise. Bonnie Wallace and her daughters moved to Los Angeles from 
an island in Washington State when Dove was just fourteen, armed with her headshot, resume 
of community theatre roles, and her dream. Today Dove is a grounded, successful young woman 
with her own television show, four film credits, and numerous other TV and music credits, and 
Bonnie now helps other help parents navigate Hollywood so they, too, can effectively help their 
child pursue their dreams of stardom.

The Hollywood Parents Guide provides accurate, experience-based tested information on every step 
needed to give your child the best possible opportunity to make it in Hollywood. Bonnie includes 
wisdom, inspiration, and resources to help you on your own journey and even help you decide if 
this dream is right for you and your family to pursue at all. 

“From A to Z The Hollywood Parents Guide answers every question I have received as a Casting 
Director and more. If your child wants to be a professional actor, the first thing you need to 
realize is that acting is a business and as in any business, there are rules to help guide you.  

Bonnie Wallace has given parents a How to Guide that is a must read.”
—SUZANNE GODDARD-SMYTHE, Casting Director,

 nominated for two Artios Awards (Outstanding Achievement in Casting)

Your roadmap to pursuing your child’s dream

Mother of Dove Cameron

INCLUDES INTERVIEWS WITH THE PARENTS OF OLIVIA HOLT, LUKE BEN-
WARD, CAMERON BOYCE, RYAN MCCARTAN, JORDAN FISHER, AND MORE
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“If you have a child who is interested in getting into ‘the business’ The Hollywood Parents Guide 
is an absolute MUST READ.  Bonnie writes from the heart and the result is not only warm and 
funny, but full of useful information.  Real stories from real parents of real kids working in the 

industry—tips and advice from casting directors, agents and other industry professionals.  It’s like 
arming yourself with a mini toolbox full of all the tools that you’ll need to help guide you as you 

venture along this journey with your child.  I should make it  
required reading for the parents of all of my clients!”

—PAMELA FISHER, Vice President Abrams Artists Agency—Head of Youth and Young Adult

“What a delightful rarity, an actual book written from the point of view of somebody who truly 
has experienced and is currently experiencing everything that they are talking about…It is truly 
through the remarkable, grounding force that Bonnie has, as a parent, enabled her remarkably 

talented daughter, Dove, to achieve such profound success at such a young age and in such a short 
period of time…To top it all off, Bonnie has remained as kind, loving and gifted a person as one 
could ever hope for in dealing with the madness that is Hollywood. Stop reading my longwinded 

spiel and start reading Bonnie’s eloquent and informative book.”
 —ANDY FICKMAN, award-winning Executive Producer/Director of Liv and Maddie, Director Parental 

Guidance, Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2, Race To Witch Mountain, You Again, Game Plan, and She’s the Man

“An absolute play by play of how to best help your young, budding artist become a healthy, fully-
functioning Hollywood success. Not only is my mother an incredible writing talent, but she also 
possesses a true depth of experience in parenting a Hollywood hopeful. User-friendly and guided 

by an open, generous voice with first hand knowledge of the industry, 
 this book is one I can truly call ‘masterful’.”

 —DOVE CAMERON, actor and singer, star of Liv and Maddie, Disney Descendants, and Barely Lethal

Bonnie J. Wallace is the mother of Dove 
Cameron, star of Live and Maddie, Disney 
Descendants, and Barely Lethal, amongst 
other credits. Dedicated to inspiring others 
on this journey, Bonnie speaks, writes, and 
teaches workshops to help parents navigate
Hollywood with their young ones.  She lives 
in Los Angeles.
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